Vision-based navigation aiding independent method
Integration of visual information into a consistent set (the mosaic image)
Connection to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 4
Research Idea
An airborne platform is equipped with a low-quality Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a gimbaled camera
During the flight
The camera captures images according to a scan procedure A mosaic image is constructed from the captured images
Objective:
Utilize the camera scanning and mosaic construction processes for improving navigation performance 
Mosaic Construction

RANSAC -Robust Model Estimation
Robust estimation of a model from a data set that contains outliers
Example -robust line estimation
Goal: LS line estimation from valid points (inliers) of a given data set Algorithm steps Draw 2 points from the given points set. Establish a line from the chosen points.
Compute number of points (support) that are within a proximity envelope.
Repeat the process and choose the pair of points that maximize the support.
The points that are outside the proximity envelope are considered to be outliers.
Perform LS line estimation based only on valid points (inliers)
Homography Estimation (Cont.)
For each matching pair Denote:
-a vector made up of entries of H Homography relation may be written as
Taking into account all matching pairs: H may be found using standard techniques 
Incremental Homography Estimation (Cont.)
Why? Alignment errors are accumulated as more images are added into mosaic Solution -Scan-Coupled Global Alignment The motion parameters may be extracted from H or F using standard techniques From Homography [Tsai 1982]: Calibrated homography SVD Rotation Translation (up to scale)
Normal to scene plane -scale factor 
